Abstract-An improved active shape model is proposed in this paper. The proposed algorithm includes the following four aspects. Firstly, this paper adopts a semi-automatic facial feature points marking tool. Secondly, this paper proposes to extract 2D gradient feature on the highest level and the higher level of multi-resolution pyramid images, and use Gabor wavelet transformation to extract the lowest level's 2D texture feature. Thirdly, this paper adopts a new method of decomposition of multi-resolution pyramid. Pyramid images are got by wavelet transformation. Finally, this paper uses an improved searching scheme of multiresolution pyramid. The length of 2D profile searching rectangle is changed according to different pyramid levels. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm exhibits better performance than the original ASM.
I. INTRODUCTION
Facial feature extraction is an important process in facial image analysis. It can be used to face recognition and verification, facial animation, face image compression, etc.Important facial features include the face contour, eyes, eyebrow, nose, mouth, etc [1] . Many approaches have been proposed for the extraction of these facial features in recent years, and the highest attention has been given to active shape model (ASM) and active appearance model (AAM). The active shape model (ASM), proposed by Cootes and Taylor, has attracted much attention in different areas of feature extraction, such as for medical images, face images, hand gestures, etc. Because ASM captures the specific characters of a shape and its variations are denoted by a statistical shape model, it can therefore adapt to any predefined shapes more effectively and accurately.
Although original ASM algorithm can get good convergence results in many cases, it strongly relies on the position of initialization of mean shape model. When the mean shape model is far from the real face contour, it is prone to get a bad local convergence result. At the stage of searching for target points, the original ASM algorithm only uses the local gray profile model around landmark to ensure the accuracy of localization of feature points, which makes the localization result easily occur error. Besides, if the light condition of target images is largely different from that of training images, it will cause the built gray profile model can't guide the move of feature points rightly, which makes the algorithm not converge, and the localization result of feature points not ideal, even localization failure. On account of those above defects, Du Chen introduced the edge information and part information of face to the matching process of ASM which improved the performance of ASM [2] .Fanyuhua used log-Gabor coefficients to describe the local texture distribution and built models for each feature point to increase the robustness to illumination change and other noises [3] .
In this paper, an improved active shape model is proposed after deeply researching the original active shape model. The proposed algorithm includes the following four aspects. Firstly, this paper adopts a semiautomatic facial feature points marking tool. Adoption of the marking tool greatly reduces the burden of marking points. Secondly, this paper proposes an improved 2D texture model, which is based on Gabor wavelet coefficients and gradient feature. We propose to extract 2D gradient feature on the highest level and the higher level of multi-resolution pyramid images, and use Gabor wavelet transformation to extract the lowest level's 2D local texture feature. This method makes facial feature points localization more accurate. Thirdly, we improve the multi-resolution pyramid's decomposition method of the original active shape model. This paper proposes to use wavelet transformation to get pyramid sub-images. Finally, this paper modifies the multi-resolution searching scheme of the original active shape model. We change the length of 2D profile searching rectangle according to different pyramid levels in the proposed algorithm.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief introduction of the original active shape model. Our improved ASM is introduced in Section 3. Experimental results and the performance comparisons are given in Section 4, and a conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
II. BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF THE ORIGINAL ACTIVE SHAPE MODEL
As a kind of statistical model, the original ASM algorithm includes three procedures: feature points mark, construction of the ASM, and localization of contour. The following gives a brief introduction of the original ASM
A. Feature Points Mark
The model-construction procedure of ASM requires marking n key facial feature points on each training image manually. N facial images are chosen, and each image is marked n feature points as training data manually. The marked feature points can be represented as the following vector. 
B. Construction of The Active Shape Model
The model-construction procedure of active shape model is separated to the following two steps.
The first step: In order to make the shape model independent of the position, size and orientation of the face, we align these shape vectors by rotation, scaling and translation. The measure of the alignment is to minimize the sum of the squared distances of the feature points [6] .
The second step: After the alignment, principal component analysis (PCA) is then applied to capture most of the shape variations. The PCA algorithm is as follows.
The mean of the shape can be expressed as T can be represented as follows, which expresses the geometry variation of the shape.
Facial shape X is represented as a function, which is based on geometry parameter c and PCA shape parameter b. So, the problem of facial feature localization is changed to the problem of assessing the optimum geometry parameter c and the PCA shape parameter b.
C. Localization of Contour
ASM adopts gray match method which is based on profile. Its main idea is that we get the local texture feature around each feature point, which is the normalized derivative of the profiles sampled perpendicular to the feature point contour and centered at the feature point.
Given a point of
,the sampling of l pixels on two sides of this point along the normal direction of the contour leads to the profile length being 1 2 + l .We use gray value to formulate the following vector: 
To reduce the impact of illumination and contrast, we normalize the above vector, which is given as follows:
. y (10) where
.So, the mean gray-level profile of all the images at the jth feature point is represented as follows:
The corresponding covariance is represented as the following formula.
The mean gray-level profile and covariance are the matching features of the feature point. We make the same sampling analysis of each feature point, and then we can get the statistical property of the whole contour. Those statistical properties have the distribution of Gauss function. We adopt the Mahalanobis distance measure to compute the difference between the new profile and the mean profile, which is defined as the following formula.
ASM adopts gray-level profile of the contour to iterate. In each iteration step, the current model's location and shape is changed by changing the PCA shape parameter b to finish the match of model and the test image's contour.
Ⅲ. THE IMPROVED ACTIVE SHAPE MODEL ALGORITHM

A. Adoption of A Semi-Automatic Facial Feature Points Marking Tool
The ASM algorithm needs to be marked a number of training images manually at the training stage. Each training image should be marked a number of feature points. Thus, feature points marking becomes timeconsuming.
In this paper, we adopt a semi-automatic facial feature points marking tool, which greatly reduces the burden of marking points. Fig.2 is our adopted semi-automatic facial feature points marking tool. Our adopted feature points marking tool has the following characters.
■We can load two images at the same time. So, we can mark them at the same time.
■We can mark feature points either on the first image or on the second image.
■ The marking tool has the function of position prediction of feature points. If we mark point on one of the two images, the corresponding point will occur on the corresponding image automatically. This function greatly improves marking efficiency. However, this position prediction function is based on the geometrical position of marked points, thus sometimes position prediction is not accurate enough and it needs us to adjust the position manually.
■We can move and delete the marked points. ■We can save the marking state, which allows us to mark the same image discontinuously.
Because the marking tool has the position prediction function, and the marked facial key parts (eyebrow, eye, mouth, face contour) usually have regular geometric shapes, the adoption of the marking tool can greatly improve marking efficiency and reduce marking burden.
B. The Modified 2D Texture Model Based on Gabor Wavelet Coefficient and Gradient Feature
The original ASM uses 1D gray profile of the feature point as the match feature, and its computation complexity is relatively low, but sometimes its localization accuracy is not high. Gabor wavelet coefficient can provide rich local-texture feature information and thus leads to accurate feature point localization, but with the drawback that it may add computation complexity. Reference [7] divided facial feature points into fiducial points and contour points. In that paper, the author extracted Gabor feature for fiducial points, and gray feature for contour points. Its localization accuracy was not high because only the 1D local texture feature was extracted and its feature expression method was relatively single. Reference [8] used gray and Log-Gabor feature to express local texture feature together. Though the author combined 2 different kinds of texture feature, he still extracted 1D feature and could not ensure high localization accuracy. In addition, extracting Log-Gabor feature for all the feature points added computation complexity.
According to the basic idea of multi-resolution pyramid searching strategy of the original ASM, in the upper levels of the pyramid, only estimated values for model fitting are determined. At the lowest level of the pyramid, the final model fitting values for the original images are computed. That is to say, a coarse-to-fine searching strategy is adopted. In the upper levels of the pyramid, the feature points are coarsely localized .And at the lowest level of the pyramid, the feature points are finely localized. So, we adopt the following two steps to build local texture feature model. The first step: Extraction 2D gradient feature -The original ASM algorithm always builds local gray statistical property of feature points' neighbor area .That is to say, the gray-level model is the normalized derivative of the profiles sampled perpendicular to the feature point contour and centered at the feature point. Experimental results show that to obtain sufficient statistical information needs a large number of training images if we extract gray feature as local feature. In addition, gray feature's robustness to illumination is worse than gradient feature [8] . To reduce the influence of illumination to localization accuracy and reduce the number of training images, this paper proposes to extract 2D gradient feature on the highest level and the higher level of multi-resolution pyramid images, because gray feature is very sensitive to illumination and the number of training images is limited.
The details of profile extension from 1D to 2D can be seen in reference [8] .A 2D gradient profile at a feature point is created in the following three steps: convolution, normalization, equalization [9] . These three steps are repeated at each feature point.
■ Convolution In the convolution step, we move a 3 3× gradient mask over each pixel in the area around the feature point to generate a profile matrix. Each element of the profile matrix corresponds to a pixel. The gradient mask we used is as follows:
We can get the gradient profile matrix by convolution. The profile matrix is two dimensional. We treat the profile matrix as a single long vector to get its mean value and covariance matrix. To eliminate the influence of illumination and contrast, we normalize the profile matrix by dividing it by the absolute sum of its elements.
■ Equalization We equalize the normalized profile matrix by applying a sigmoid transform to each element x of the matrix.
More details about the sigmoid transform can be seen in reference [8] . The second step: Extraction 2D Gabor featureAccording to a coarse-to-fine searching strategy, this paper proposes to use Gabor wavelet transformation to extract the lowest level's 2D texture feature of each feature point because Gabor wavelet coefficients contain rich local-texture feature information.
Gabor wavelet transformation has good space local character and orientation character. It can extract space frequency and local feature of muti-orientation in a local image area. Two dimension Gabor wavelet is shown as the following formula. From (15), we can see that 2D Gabor wavelet is the convolution result of triangle function and Gaussian function. Equation (15) has five parameters which can control the 2D Gabor wavelet. The following will discuss these five parameters' functions.
θ controls the orientation of Gabor wavelet, which makes the wavelet circumrotate around its center. (18) Extracting 2D Gabor texture feature may add the computation complexity, but we only extract this kind of feature at the lowest level of pyramid images, so the computation complexity is not very high.
We can localize feature points accurately in the case that the computation complexity is not very high, since we effectively combine 2 different kinds of texture feature.
C. A Modified Multi-Resolution Pyramid Decomposition Method
At the training and searching stage of ASM on mutiresolution frame, original ASM algorithm adopts the following method to get pyramid images of training image. First, let training image pass a Gaussian filter, and then sample the filtered image in interval. The resolution of these images decreases gradually. The size of the latter scale image is half of that of the former scale image. The pyramid sub-images obtained by this method, whose fine feature will get less and less as the resolution decreases. So, it counts against extracting rich texture feature and influences the feature localization accuracy.
Wavelet transformation has multi-resolution character. It can extract rich information from images effectively and realize adaptation analysis of images. Using wavelet transformation to build pyramid images has many advantages [10] .
■Wavelet decomposition is non-loss focus change. Its direct frequency is smooth, which is good to implement image correlation.
■Each layer of wavelet decomposition is constituted by a direct frequency weight and three detail weights. So we can implement character match using these character weights. ■Wavelet transformation has Mallat quick algorithm, thus its computation complexity is low and computation speed is fast.
When we choose wavelet decomposition to implement character match, we should consider the following problems: choice of wavelet function, decomposition level L.
■Choice of wavelet function The chosen wavelet function should satisfy the following conditions. ①Information of original image should be protected as much as possible in low frequency image.② Computation formula should be as simple as possible. It's better to have corresponding quick algorithm to implement using hardware.
■Determination of decomposition level L Determination of decomposition level is relevant to the size of template image. Experimental and statistic results show that the size of template image shouldn't be small than 8 8× when correlation match is implemented. When it is small than this size, its provided quantity of information is limited. Thus it is easy to get error matching result. In addition, the decomposition level shouldn't be large. Many times low-pass filter will also lose information of original image, thus make matching result on higher level incredible. Usually, the maximum of decomposition level is 5 3 .So, the value of decomposition level should satisfy the following formula:
where N is the minimum of the width and height of template image.
According to the above rules and the size of training and testing images, this paper uses three levels to decompose the training and testing images. The adopted wavelet function is db1 wavelet. The decomposition results are shown in Fig.3 . In Fig.3, picture (a) is the original ASM's decomposition result, and picture (b) is our method's decomposition result. In picture (a) and (b), there are the first level (the original image), the second level and the third level pyramid sub-images from left to right. We can clearly see that, the pyramid sub-images obtained by wavelet transformation contain richer information than that of original ASM as the resolution decrease gradually. Rich fine-information is good to extract rich local texture-feature and build stable textureprofile model, and thus increases the accuracy of feature points localization.
D. A Modified Pyramid Searching Strategy
In traditional ASM algorithm, the profile searching length is kept the same for different pyramid levels when multi-resolution scheme is adopted. In this paper, we set the first level (the lowest level) as the original image, the second level (the higher level) and the third level (the highest level) as pyramid sub-images obtained by wavelet transformation. At the multi-resolution searching stage, we first search feature points at the lower resolution, and then search at the higher resolution gradually. Experimental results show that displacement of feature point varies from different pyramid levels [11] . The lower the level is, the smaller the displacement is. Because we adopt a coarse-to-fine searching strategy, the displacement is very small when the new position of the feature point is near the target position. So, in our proposed algorithm, we change the length of the 2D profile searching-rectangle according to different pyramid levels. At the low resolution, we can get ideal match result of the whole contour because we ignore some details of image and our searching range is relatively wide. Correspondingly, at the high resolution, we may get good match result of local feature because we reduce our searching range. In our proposed algorithm, the length of profile searching-rectangle is reduced adaptively according to the decrease of the level. The value of the displacement of the first level is constrained. In our experiment, we set the profile length of the third level as m, m/2 of the second level, and m/4 of the first level. We set a threshold T for the displacement of the first level. If the value of the displacement is greater than T, it is set to be T.
This modified pyramid searching strategy strengthens the robustness of the algorithm, and the efficiency of the algorithm is improved to a certain extent because the computation complexity is relatively low at the low resolution.
At the searching stage on each pyramid layer, we need an algorithm to determine when we should search at the higher resolution level and when we should stop the whole searching process. In our experiment, we record the number of searched target points within the range of 50% of the 2D profile center. When the number of the points, which satisfy the condition, is 95% of the sum points (the number of marked feature points of the shape model), we can deem the algorithm converges at that level. Then we can search at the next resolution level .We will not stop searching until it converges at the corresponding level. When the algorithm converges at the last level (level 0), we can stop the whole searching process.
Ⅳ. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Our experiment is based on IMM and ORL face database. We choose 200 images as training images. We choose 100 images as test images. All the images for training and test are neutral expression of frontal face. We mark 58 facial feature points for each training image manually. In this paper, we mark the feature points at the outer contour of face and the edges of each face component.
Usually, a large profile searching length is needed for robust initialization and good feature points localization. However, a too large profile searching length may make matching results worse because an inappropriate face shape can be considered as the original face shape. In addition, it may add feature points localization time if the profile searching length is too large. Based on above causes and according to the practical size of IMM and ORL face database' face images, we test over and over again and finally set the 2D profile searching-rectangle length is 4 of the first level, 8 of the second level, and 16 of the third level. The displacement threshold T is set to be 1 on the first level.
A. Performance Comparison
To evaluate the performance of our modified ASM algorithm, we use two evaluation functions [11] . The first is the average error function which is represented as the following formula. )) , ( ) , ( ( 1 1 (22) where N is the number of test images, n is the number of feature points of each image. Tab.1 is the performance comparison result of our proposed ASM and the original ASM. From the comparison result, we can see that our proposed algorithm has greatly improved the localization accuracy and processing time compared with the original algorithm.
B. Experimental Results
Parts of experimental results are shown in Fig.4 .The group (a) is our proposed ASM algorithm's localization results, and group (b) is the localization results of the original ASM.Obviously, we can see that our proposed algorithm has made great improvement on localization accuracy than that of the original algorithm.
To evaluate the robustness of our proposed ASM algorithm, we choose several images whose faces have small angular deflection and make experiments. Parts of experimental results are shown in Fig.5. From Fig.5 , we can see that our proposed algorithm may fail to locate when faces have small angular deflection.
Ⅴ. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a modified active shape model is proposed to improve the performance of the original active shape model. The proposed algorithm includes the following four aspects. Firstly, this paper adopts a semiautomatic facial feature points marking tool. Secondly, this paper proposes to extract 2D gradient feature on the highest level and the higher level of multi-resolution pyramid images, and use Gabor wavelet transformation to extract the lowest level's 2D texture feature. Thirdly, this paper adopts a new method of decomposition of multiresolution pyramid. Finally, this paper uses an improved searching scheme of multi-resolution pyramid. 
